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Introduction to BoltBlue 
Welcome to BoltBlue Web & Marketing, 
your premier partner in propelling your 
business to unprecedented heights. 
Our journey began with a simple yet 
powerful vision: to transform businesses 
through result-driven digital marketing 
strategies. At BoltBlue, we’re not just a 
digital marketing firm; we are your ally in 
the digital arena, dedicated to crafting 
success stories with precision and 

passion.

Our Philosophy 
Our core philosophy revolves around 
delivering tangible results. We believe 
in creating a significant impact, one 
that elevates your business above the 
competition. It’s not just about flashy 
designs or trendy tactics; it’s about 
effective, results-oriented strategies that 
drive real growth and success.

Our Team 

Led by Ben Wendel, a seasoned veteran 
in the digital marketing world, our team 
is a blend of creativity, expertise, and 
relentless dedication. We’re a group 
of problem-solvers, strategists, and 
innovators, committed to delivering 

excellence in every project we undertake.

About Boltblue Digital Marketing

Our Commitment 

At BoltBlue, your success is our success. 
We are committed to being your most 
trusted marketing partner, offering 
transparent, honest, and efficient services 
that align with your business goals. Our 
approach is tailored to your unique needs, 
ensuring that every strategy we implement 

is as unique as your business.

Our Services 
We specialize in creating high-impact lead 
generation websites, managing Google 
Ads with precision, and developing long-
term SEO strategies. Our services are 
designed to boost your online presence, 
generate quality leads, and drive 

sustainable growth.



The Marketing Blueprint

Relevant Traffic Acquisition 

Attracting the right traffic is crucial. Our 
blueprint emphasizes attracting visitors 
who are most likely to convert into 
customers.

1. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

• Keyword Strategy: We conduct in-depth 
keyword research to target terms that 
your ideal customers are searching for. 

• On-Page Optimization: Ensuring your 
website adheres to the best SEO 
practices for higher search engine 
rankings. 

• Local SEO: We optimize for local 
search, making your business visible to 
the local audience searching for your 
services.

2. Google Ads Management 

• Targeted Campaigns: We create Google 
Ads campaigns that target high-intent 
keywords, ensuring your ads reach 
potential customers ready to convert. 

• Budget Optimization: Our focus is 
on maximizing your ROI, ensuring 
every dollar spent contributes to your 
business growth.

Blueprint Overview 
At BoltBlue, we’ve developed a unique 
marketing blueprint, a proven formula 
for digital success. This blueprint is the 
culmination of years of experience, 
designed to convert your online presence 
into a powerhouse of lead generation and 
sales.

High Converting Website 
Design 
A high-converting website is at the heart 
of our blueprint. Our approach is twofold 
– combining stunning design with strategic 
functionality to ensure your site is not just 
a digital brochure, but a lead-generating 
machine.

1. User Experience Design 

• Intuitive Navigation: We ensure your 
website is easy to navigate, leading 
visitors effortlessly through their 
journey. 

• Responsive Design: Your site will 
look and perform flawlessly across 
all devices, ensuring a seamless 
experience for all users.

2. Conversion Optimization 

• Engaging Content: Through compelling, 
clear messaging, we articulate your 
value proposition, transforming visitors 
into leads. 

• Strategic Call-to-Actions: We place 
CTAs strategically throughout your site, 
guiding visitors towards taking action. 

• Trust Builders: Incorporating 
testimonials, reviews, and case studies 
to establish credibility and build trust 
with your audience.

High Converting Website + Relevant Traffic



4. SEO-Optimized Websites for Better 
Visibility

• SEO Strategies: From the ground up, 
our websites are built with SEO in 
mind, boosting your chances of ranking 
higher in search engine results.

• Fast Loading Times: Speed optimization 
to ensure quick loading times, reducing 
bounce rates, and enhancing user 
experience.

5. Content Management Systems 
(CMS)

• Easy-to-Use CMS: We provide a user-
friendly CMS, enabling you to update 
and manage your website content 
easily without technical expertise.

6. Security and Reliability

• Robust Security Measures: 
Implementation of strong security 
protocols to safeguard your website 
against potential threats.

• Regular Maintenance and Updates: 
We offer ongoing support and 
maintenance to ensure your website 
remains up-to-date and performs 
optimally.

Introduction to Our Web 
Design Approach 
At BoltBlue Web & Marketing, we 
understand that your website is more 
than just an online presence; it’s the digital 
face of your business. Our approach to 
web design and development centres 
on creating websites that are not only 
visually stunning but also high-performing 
conversion tools.

Key Aspects of Our Website 
Design
1. Customized Design for Brand 
Representation

• Unique Brand Identity: We craft 
designs that reflect your unique brand 
identity, ensuring your website stands 
out in the digital landscape.

• Visual Appeal: Our team blends 
aesthetics with functionality, creating 
visually appealing layouts that resonate 
with your target audience.

2. User-Centric Design for Enhanced 
Engagement

• User Experience (UX): We prioritize 
the user journey, making sure that the 
website is user-friendly, intuitive, and 
engaging.

• Interactive Elements: Integration of 
interactive features to keep users 
engaged and encourage them to 
explore your offerings in depth.

3. Mobile-Responsive Design

• Cross-Device Compatibility: We ensure 
your website is fully responsive, 
providing an optimal viewing 
experience across all devices – mobiles, 
tablets, and desktops.

Crafting Digital Experiences That Convert

Websites



Google Ads

4. Landing Page Optimization

• Conversion-Focused Pages: Our 
team designs landing pages that 
are optimized for conversion, 
complementing your Google Ads 
campaigns.

• A/B Testing: We employ A/B testing to 
find the most effective elements for 
your landing pages, ensuring higher 
conversion rates.

5. Bypassing the Pitfalls of Automated 
Bidding

• Manual Oversight: Unlike relying solely 
on Google’s automated bidding, our 
team takes a hands-on approach, 
ensuring more control over the bidding 
process.

• Strategic Bid Management: We 
strategically manage bids to avoid 
unnecessary costs while maximizing 
visibility and conversions.

6. Beyond the ‘Google Partner’ Badge

• Independent Expertise: We pride 
ourselves on our independent 
expertise in Google Ads, not 
constrained by the requirements of the 
Google Partner program.

• Client-Centric Focus: Our commitment 
is to your business’s growth, not to 
meeting quotas set by Google.

Overview of Google Ads 
Services 
At BoltBlue Web & Marketing, we harness 
the power of Google Ads to drive targeted 
traffic to your website, ensuring maximum 
impact for your marketing spend. Our 
approach is tailored, transparent, and 
driven by results.

Key Elements of Our 
Google Ads Strategy
1. Custom Campaign Development

• Tailored Campaigns: We develop 
campaigns that are uniquely crafted for 
your business objectives, targeting your 
ideal customers.

• Ad Copy Excellence: Our team creates 
compelling ad copy that resonates with 
your audience, encouraging clicks and 
conversions.

2. Targeting and Optimization

• Precise Targeting: We use advanced 
targeting options to reach your specific 
audience, ensuring your ads are seen 
by the right people.

• Continuous Optimization: Our experts 
continuously monitor and optimize 
your campaigns for better performance 
and ROI.

3. Budget Management

• Cost-Effective Strategies: We focus 
on maximizing your return on ad 
spend, ensuring your budget is used 
efficiently.

• Transparent Reporting: You’ll receive 
clear, comprehensive reports on the 
performance of your ads, helping 
you understand the return on your 
investment.

Maximizing Impact for Your Business



4. Continuous Monitoring and 
Reporting

• Regular Analytics: Continuous 
monitoring of your website’s SEO 
performance and making necessary 
adjustments for ongoing improvement.

• Transparent Reporting: Providing you 
with detailed reports on your SEO 
progress, helping you see the tangible 
results of our efforts.

Introduction to Smart SEO 
At BoltBlue Web & Marketing, we redefine 
SEO with our ‘Smart SEO’ approach. Our 
strategies are customized, data-driven, 
and focused on long-term results. We 
go beyond traditional SEO practices to 
ensure that your website not only ranks 
high but also connects with your target 
audience effectively.

Key Components of Smart 
SEO
1. Comprehensive Keyword Research

• Broad Spectrum Keywords: We 
don’t just focus on the top 10 or 20 
keywords. Our research includes a 
wide array of terms relevant to your 
business, capturing a larger audience.

• Long-Tail and Localized Keywords: 
Incorporation of long-tail and location-
specific keywords to target customers 
in your specific service areas.

2. On-Page and Off-Page Optimization
• Content Optimization: Ensuring that 

your website’s content is optimized for 
both search engines and users.

• Link Building: Building high-quality 
backlinks to enhance your website’s 
authority and search rankings.

3. Technical SEO

• Website Performance: Optimizing 
website speed, mobile responsiveness, 
and overall technical health to improve 
user experience and search rankings.

• Structured Data: Utilizing structured 
data to help search engines 
understand and index your website 
content more effectively.

Strategic Search Engine Optimisation

Smart SEO



Next Steps

Ongoing Support and 
Optimization 

Our relationship doesn’t end with the 
implementation of strategies. We provide 
ongoing support, regular updates, and 
continuous optimization of our efforts to 
ensure your business not only meets but 
exceeds its digital marketing goals.

Initial Consultation 
Start your journey with a 15-minute call 
with us. This initial discussion is focused 
on understanding your business goals, 
challenges, and expectations. It’s an 
opportunity for us to align our strategies 
with your vision and for you to see if 
BoltBlue is the right fit for your business.

Personalized Strategy 
Session 
After our initial call, if we both feel it’s a 
good fit, we’ll proceed to a more in-depth 
strategy session. Here, we’ll delve into 
the specifics of your business, outline 
potential digital marketing strategies, and 
discuss how our services can uniquely 
benefit your business.

Customized Proposal 
Based on our strategy session, we’ll 
create a customized proposal for you. 
This proposal will detail the services we 
recommend, the approach we’ll take, and 
the expected outcomes, tailored to your 
specific business needs.

Partnership and Growth 
Once you decide to proceed, we’ll kick 
off our partnership. Our team will begin 
executing the agreed-upon strategies, 
keeping you informed and involved 
at every step. We believe in building 
relationships and partnerships that 
foster growth and success, both for your 
business and ours.

Beginning Your Journey with BoltBlue


